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On Presenting the VOCA 2017 Exhibition

The VOCA Exhibition began in 1994 and we are pleased to be
presenting the twenty-fourth exhibition this year. \Vc ask curators
from art museums all over Japan, art critics, journalists, and rc-
searchers to recommend works by young artists aged forty or under
who create two-dimensional works. The VOCA Exhibitions have
drawn considerable aacention as opportunities for I1cwtspects of
planar worKS selected with extensive view.p0iEs to be,rescnted
intensively. te regulation of a maximum four crers for the long
side is reiatiYcly large, allowing the artists to at empt monumental
works, whidh is one of the features of this exhibition. This year
again, ambidious works by thirty,-five artists living up to such expec-
tations are gathered in this show.

Another featur~hat makes the VOCA: Exhibit~on unique
is its broad [nterpretjnion of~two-dimensiona~works." Reflecting
the diverse and complicated development of comempora1y art, not
only oil painting, nij-Jonga (J,\panese-s~le painting), Plints, and
photographs but a h~ge variety of techniques Prom relief and wall
installation ike methods to video works have afpeared.~o doubt
the numerous innovative works presented here this year roo will
give us a strong imprtssion ofindications of the Auidly developing
times.

From an array of laborious works, as a result of careful
deliberation, the five judges have selected one VOCA Prize, two
VOCA Encouragemont Prizes, and twO Prizes{or Excellence. TI1ere
is also the Ohara M,\eum of Art Prize, which has been decided ac~
cording to O~ara Museum's own criteria. We ho~ that;:he VOCA
2017 Exhibition will provide all the artists, including those who
regrettably were not awarded this time, opportunities for further
achievements and encounters.

Last but not least, we would like to express our heartfelt
thanks to the Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company for their overall
support, both material and moral, of the VOCA Exhibition from
the very first exhibition to the present.

March 2017
The Organ izers
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On Supporting the VOCA 2017 Exhibition

The VOCA Exhibition, which is organized wirh a view to bringing

on young artists and playing a role in making the art world more

active, is being held for the twenty-fourth time this year.

Wle very much appreciate the backing and support given

by lllany people for more than tweney long years from when the first

exhibition rook place in 1994. We are also delighted and honored
that lllany of the artists who have submitted works to this exhibi-
tion are active in Japan and abroad and that this exhibition is ac-
claimed as a gateway to success for young artists.

OUf company aims to grow sustainably together with the

local society as "a good corporate citizen." \'V'e launched the VOCA

Exhibition together with the organizers as part of our social COntri-

bution activities and have provided special support from the initial

show. In addition to supporting the exhibition, we purchase the

works which are awarded the VOCA Prize and the Encouragement

Prize and exhibit them in the ground floor lobby of our headquar-

ters in Hibiya, Tokyo or the Dai-ich i Life Gallery set up at our

head office. We also lend continuing SUPPOH by holding individual
exhibitions of the prize winners at the Gallery so that they have

opportunities [Q presenr their works in public. A total of eighty-five

individual exhibitions have been held so far.

In the hope that the VOCA Exhibition will continue to

turn our artists who will support the future of the art world and

that it will continue to be enjoyed extensively by many people,

through continuing to suppOrt this exhibition, we shall contribute

to the endorsement of an affluent society for the next generation

and the development of the art world.

Lastly, we would like to express our heartfelt thanks to

the Committee for the VOCA 2017 Exhibition and all others con-

cerned for their effortS in organizing and managing this exhibition.

\'X1orrhy of specialmenrion are Professor Tateluta Akira and Profes-

sor Motet Kunio, who will be retiring from the screening. We are

grateful to both gentlemen for serving as judges for many years since

the founding of this exhibition.

March 2017
The Oai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited
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Thoughts on the Judging

Tarchara Akira

J have served as judge (and committee member) of the VOCA Exhibi-

tion ever since the first exhibition, for the past rwenry-four years, but

this will be the last time for me to take parr. Looking back at the exhi-

bition in its entirety, what kind of a flow emerges? It probably gives an

impression not of a fixed direction bur of immense multipclarizadon.

Largely speaking, it could be described a situation in which there arc

no centripetal isms capable of involving the entire period to be found.

However, as far as the VOCA Exhibition is concerned, from the very

start, we took a unique measure of entrusting the selection of exhib-

iting artists to thirty or so recommenders. Consequently, it took on a

character of covering the entirety of the trend of young artists with an

extensive viewpoint transcending a particular course of action from

the very beginning.
Having said so, there were certain periods during which a

certain tendency was markedly demonstrated. What remains in my

memory is a phenomenon which was conspicuous four or five years

ago, when numerous female artists devoted themselves to painting

pictures of little girls. Some were single, lonely portraits and others

depicted groups of children playing in a garden or indoors. I fete there
was a somewhat disquieting sense of politics lurking in the look of

those children. Perhaps it could be described the perilous innocence a

vulnerable little girl possesses. Such girls disappeared from the latest

phase after a while, but I might mention that there could be far-off

reverberations in works such as that by Doi Saari in this year's exhibi-

non.
Two Eyes as the Subject by Koda Chic, which won the VOCA

Prize, may look like a temperate landscape painting at first sight, but

actually appears to be a picture in which the transition of a view de-

pending on various changes in time or condition are reflected like a

diary. Looking at it again with that in mind, the rclarionsh ip between

the distnnr view and the near view or the contrast of the bright light

in the upper sky and the sea against the dark thicket of trees in the

front arc different from a simple perspective capturing spatial depth. It

might be said that "rwo eyes" coexist as the subjects in a single picture.

Moreover, the way Koda incorporates (or compounds) such tiny dis-

crepancies without causing any rupture in the painting as a landscape

seems to provide her work with a uniquely elegant sensibility.
Four Objects and One Viewpoint by Ueda Ynya, which won

the VOCA Encouragement Prize, is a photographic work composed

of inkier prints. Each one of the four objects she photographed was

made by the artist herself. The objects employing a variety oflight rna-

rerials arc each created with an awareness which might be described

sculptural, but the photographic techniques in trimming, angle, fo-

cus, and printing function as a means to deconstruct such clements,

so to speak. As a result, a representational topology characrerisric of

photography paradoxically surfaces and produces a conceptual view.

Perhaps they could be called photographs as a Nco Pop de-fetishism.

Ghost #4 by Suzuki Mocomasa, which also won the VOCA

Encouragement Prize, is a light box. Suzuki made a model of what

looks like the entrance to an American town house with a porch, pho-

tographed it, and turned that photograph into a light box. Compared

with the above-mentioned work by Ueda, the photograph of the object

retains extant senses as a fetish of the object so that, according to the

recommender Hayashi Sumi, "rhis multifaceted, ambiguous situa-

tion" is also "a mysterious existence" which "draws us into a different

world." The device placing the light just behind the door ingeniously

produces a feel of an allegorical parallel universe.

The set of two works entitled ANTICAlvfERA (OF THE
EYE) by Murakami Hanako, which won the Prize for Excellence, are,

according to the recommender Kanai Tadashi, prints of an unused

nurochrome dry plate, an early twentieth century color photographic

technique, developed wirhour taking anything. Although it was not

photographed, due to aging, various organic images not caused by the

human hand emerge and "are somewhat esoteric and evoke a phys-

iological impression, too." (Kanni) I found them interesting as they

somehow appeared like sections of a mineral or phorograms.
The Unknown End by Aoki Emiko, which won the Prize for

Excellence and the Ohara Museum of Art Prize, employs a combina-

tion of acrylic, oil, and pastel. It might be an obscure color plane, but I

was enchanted by the spatial richness brought about by the contrast of

an expanse of red filled wirh a gentle fluctuation against a dark-colored

part at the bottom. Although I do not fully understand the meaning

of pairing it with the other work entitled PRESENCE No40, having

taken the ontological character and sublime sense of abstract expres-

sionism or rninimalism into account, Aoki may be trying to further

her pictorial contemplation. Figurative expressions were dominant in

recent VOCA Exhibitions, but from around the year before last, ab-

srract works have been identifiable here and there, too. The legitimacy

of Aoki's view towards pictorial space seems to be a good attempt of

that tendency.

11
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On Hope

Moree Kunia

"I, tOO, am a stage of development." -Malevich (1916) 1.

Perhaps I am the only one that feels this way, but, as far as 1 recall,
there has never been a VOCA Exhibition that has diffused and devi-

ated in concept, mediu Ill, and measurements so noticeably as this year.

Does this reflect the social conditions that have become all the more

chaotic? The reason I mentioned the measurements is that, compared

to the usual exhibitions to which large works are submitted, this year,

I gor the impression that there were many curiously smallish, frac-

cionized, or fragmented works composed of several parts. Would you

be able to understand at least a part of my feelings if I were to say, as a
whole, there was no sense of close-knit connections within a magnetic

or grnvimcional field? It even makes me wonder if we are heading to-

wards infinite entropy. (Higashihara Takaka's well-ordered bookshelf

will dissem inatc with en tropic infinicy.)

Diffusion and deviation are not issues in the VOCA Exhibi-

tion alone though. In the major exhibitions accepting entries From the

public which r am involved in, particularly in the past Few years, never

once has the grand prize been decided llpon readily with overwhelm-

ing support. In short, the judges' votes are extraordinarily split. I do

not know the cause of this phenomenon, but, living in the afiermarh

of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, I only hope that it is not

an omen of any sort.
Another significant characteristic of the exhibition this year

might be that figurative paintings ordinary at first sight but somehow

weighing on my mind were to be found here and there. Look, for

example, at the large painting by Ikehila Teppei, in which flowers,

fish, or landscapes, i.e. motifs varying in dimension, are arbitrarily yet

ornately clustered together. It seems bewildering, but here, it is the

recommendation written by Nomura Shinohu that plays a significant

role. According to Nomura, the motifs are "what he feels he wants to

paint when he wakes up each morning," that is to say, "a home-deliv-

ered inspiration." [ do not mean to say no to a text that complements

an image. However, as far as an aesthetic judgment is concerned, a

work should be self-supporting in its own right. It is mainly for this

reason rhar I have consistently been positive about exhibitions inviting

entries from the public, in which there is nothing but the "work" be-

fore our eyes.
The somewhat popular strength ofKikuya Saroshi's scenic

picture of daily life caught my eye, but I am not sure whether 1 agree

with Nakata Koichi, who writes, "Kikuya turns his eyes to the 'moder-

nity' lurking there [in \Vestern-style painting as a system (?)] and tries

to get to the heart of it." Saito Runko's painting of "this extremely

minimum ecosystem around her house" (Yamamoto Takeshi), i.e. a

thick growth of weeds, if exceeding a mediocre narrative of "nature"

will become a truly autonomous work. On the other hand, it is a pity

that the sense of "nature" is so strong in the huge painting by Doi

Saori, in which she likens the forest to herself, that it stiffens.

The reason that Koda Chic's landscape, in which the focal

point 3ppears to be somewhat shifted with a dimly white sea visible be-

yond the trees, excels by a head among the numerous figurative works

is that it "makes adjustments as if acknowledging the visible warps in

the world or subtle feelings of incongruity." (Tsuji M izuki] Thanks to

this formative procedure, Koda's painting stands on its own without

any explanation.
Having said so, the most remarkable work in this year's

VOCA Exhibition was the pair of paintings by Aoki Erniko. One is a

dominantly red abstract painting and the other is a transparent acrylic

board with the sides only colored in red oxide. [ have not seen any-

thing as distinct as this in the past twenty or so years. Igarashi Masaru

describes the red expanse above a surging dark blue sea-like "reality" as

"the sublimation to a pure and innocent world," but I think it should

be regarded a kind of epiphany or manifestation of something purely

ideological. In contrast, the work on an acrylic board is a perfect met-

aphor of the cyberspace-like reality of the conflicting coexistence of

presence and absence. Here, the painting reveals the world, around us,

however as a side. And the surface might be the central void attached

by real sides. The question these works arc posing as a pair is, "What

is a painting?" Of course, there is no such thing as a right answer.

However, this is a fundamental question that contributes to the de-

velopment of painting. There, hope, light, or soruerhing distinct is

produced. Another remarkable point is that this Fundamental artist

submitted an entirely different type of work to another exhibition,

FACE 2017, before VOCA and won the grand prize. In that work,

crimson paint proliferated into petals, in other words, it was a relief

work thoroughly investigating painting as a creation.
What appears at the end of Murakami Hanako's more or less

pitch-black vision as stifling as existence is light. ana Saari's mirror

images in elegant Frames do not exist without premises. Thar is exactly
why the "landscape" by Sakaguchi Ryuta should demonstrate more

inclination toward "light." Light is indeed the life force of Suzuki Mo-

romasa's light box. It is, above all, thanks to the almost wild brightness

or brilliance in the fragmentary series, which might be described inco-

herem, by both Ucda Yaya and Masunaga Shako that they do not fall

into meaninglessness.
It was Giorgio Agamben that said, "A contemporary is some-

one who stares fixedly at that period to perceive not light but darkness

there." 2. However, the final goal is persistently light/hope, the history

maintained by that light, the Future. There is no light that is ignorant

of darkness. There is no hope that is ignorant of despair. Look at

TIMESCAPE (Landscapee'I'ime) by Kunimarsu Kineta, (As a child,

I learned painting from his grandfather, Kunimarsu Noboru, in Sap-

poro.) \Vhat we see, no, have to see beyond the gloomy horizon, which

looks like the bitter cold wilderness in Hokkaido, is, after all, light and

hope containing light.

1. A I~tt~r w AlrksJndr BCl1uJ.(Jane A. Sharp. "The eriri'JI RecepTionof rhc 0./0 Exhibinon-
J\-hlcvich and lkl1u.: 7he Gre"t Utopi,,: tbe R,mi"" "nd SOi'il'l i/,.',mt·G"rde, 1915·1932, exh. "'-,
Guggenheim Museum, p.44.)

2. Giorgio AgJlllbcn. Q/l'm (c que h {On/empur"in? Rivages poches. 2008. p.l 9.
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Is an Idea a Luxury?

Shima Atsuhiko

"Well, I always say that 1 do not have many ideas. I think an idea is a

luxury, it is a welcome luxury, but, the problem is that, I am not sure

rhnc good ideas make good art. Because, there arc many good ideas

which make bad art, on the other hand, there arc some very beautiful

art works which are based on a silly, or banal idea." ("Interview with

Tony Cragg," in Tony Cragg Exhibition Catalogue, Toyota Municipal
Museum ofArr. 1997. p. 105.)

Each rime 1 encounter a new work in di fferent circumstances,

I recall the above comment made by the British sculptor Tony Cragg.

llike the way he describes an idea as ta welcome luxury." How should

one react to the overload of ideas when at work? Even a sculptor like

Cragg, who has already produced great results, is constantly observing

the relationship between an idea and an an work with caution.

Cragg also says, "Even compared to painting, which is very

highly developed, I thin k sculpture is at a different stage of its develop-

ment, and has an enormous potencial to fulfill." (Ibid., pp. J06-107.)

111is remark is a view characteristic of Cragg, who has been

groping for a new form of sculpture from the 1970s and has, in a way,

embodied the "welcome luxury" to the full. At the same time, it is a

rcsrimony that conversely gives us a deep feel of how difficult it is to

probe inca patncing, "which is very highly developed."

The VOCA Exhibition explores the potential of two-di-

mensional an. Not only pictures but photographs, videos, and even

works raising issues or involving the viewers have been submitted. For

a long time, it has appeared like a match between fighters of differ-

ent spans. This year, tOO, there was a boisterous dance of a variety of

"ideas." However, a plane involves restrictions that are different from

confronting the material as a sculpture. Unlike a sculpture, in which

one listens to the material's voice, in dealing with a plane, both the

artist and the viewer maintain an attitude effacing the world from the

front. Whether it is a mirror, window, canvas, paper, or photographic

image. there is a limit in that it can be grasped with a single glance.

Nevertheless, that is also its great charm.
The candidates for the prizes were divided into tWO, paint-

ings and photographs. Koda Chic's painting, Two Eyes as the Subject,
won the VOCA Prize by a narrow margin. Although it is not dear

whether this is a landscape in the morning or a scene at sunset, a placid

view extends over a large canvas. According to the recommendation

written by Tsuji Mizuki, "Koda's work begins by focusing on a certain

viewpoint and depicting the details of the motif. She then surveys the

overall image and modifies the warps between the adjacent pans." In-

deed, upon careful examination, one notices that the details are evenly

depicted. 111e branches in the front, the cars running in the distance,

the roads and buildings, and the surface of the sea in the harbor are all

enwrapped in equivalent light. While each part is painted with pre-

cision, it is not a miniature. In fact, it assumes a tinge of abstraction.

111at is what provides this work with a sense of solidarity.

Suzuki Moromasa's Ghost #4, which won the VOCA En-

couragement Prize, is a slim light box showing a photograph of the

entrance to a parched building often found in the American suburbs.

Yet, a strange rexrurc as if it might be a clay animation scene covers

everything from the stairs and banisters to the door and the surface

of the window in it. This is actually a photograph of a sculpture that

the artist made beforehand. I can fully understand the recommender

Hayashi Sumi's remarks. "Painting-like materials, the sculpture as the

subject of a photograph, the photograph as the actual medium, the feel

of a screen image that appears in my mind-the works Suzuki produc-

es might be described a fusion offour different artistic expressions."

The other VOCA Encouragement Prize goes to Ueda Yaya's

Four Objects lind One Viewpoint. These are also photographs. Here

again, objects meticulously produced by the artist herself are crystal-

lized amidst the striking contrast of light and shadow. The shadows

playa significant role and the intentionally produced casualness

overflowing with a playful mood is fun to look at. The recommend-

er Hashimoto Azusa points out, "In the flat image presented to be

viewed from a random viewpoint, the sculpture is set free from sculp-

tural vocabulary such as volume, space, and gravity."

The Prize for Excellence goes to Aoki Emiko's dipcych, The
Unknown End and PRESENCE No. 40. ln the left painting, the key

color red competes with the cold color at the bottom. Meanwhile, the

right panel, which has a scant red line painted on all four sides, faintly

shows the viewer's existence. The recommender Igarashi Masaru ap-

preciates it by commenting, "With space in mind, this pair of paint-

ings contrasts 'idea' and 'existence." This work was also awarded the

Ohara Museum of Art Prize.
TIle other Prize for Excellence goes to Murakami Hana ko's

set of rwo photographs, ANTICAMERA (OF THE EYE) #EJ and
ANTICANIERA (OF THE EYE) #P4. An unused dry plate made

around 1920 for an "aurochrome." a color photograph which was in

fashion at the beginning of the twentieth century, was separated into a

starch layer (color) and an emulsion layer (black and white) and devel-

oped without being photographed. TIle recommender Kanai Tadashi

points OUt, "What we are looking at are enlarged traces/signs that jolt

our concepts of an artist, tense, or completion."
Works that attracted my attention besides the prizewinners

were Masunaga Shoko's Our Tiny Mnps Too Are Sunk onto the Grow-

ing Ivy (recommended by Yoneda Naoki], Their Portraits {Nobnhito.

M) by Nerhol (an artist duo consisting of Tanaka Yoshihisa and Iida

Ryuta, recommended by Oura Icaru), and Terunuma Arsuro's The
Tale of Mieteru. Nozomu's Dream lvlaking (recommended by Kimura

Eriko).
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The Judging of VOCA 2017

Mirsudn Yuri

The VOCA Exhibition reaches its twenty-fourth year in 2017. lr was

decided that the four committee members/judges who have supported

the exhibition from its establishment, namely Takashina Shuji, Sakai

Tadayasu. Tarchaca Akira, and Motoe Kunia, would be replaced over

a period of four years. Messrs. Takashina and Sakai stepped down two

years ago and this year's judging will be the last for Messrs. Tacehara

and Motoe.Thc newly joining judges will be rotated in turn.

The VOCA Exhibition is an exhibition of contemporary

rwo-dirnensional works. I do not think anybody would raise an

objection to saying that it was the four committee members/judges

mentioned above that set the course of this exhibition and supported

its reputation. Over the past twenty-four years, the VOCA Exhibi-

tion has been established as a significant gateway to success for young

painters and, while welcoming guest judges, it has taken hold as an
annual event. In addition to the efforts of the supporter The Dai-ichi

Life Insurance Company and the organizer The Vena Royal Museum,

in securing such an opportunity, the contributions made by these four

committee members/judges, who are art critics that were consecutive-

Iy museum directors and university professors, were significant. As the

committee members/judges will become fluid from now on, VOCA

2017 will mark the closing of a chapter in the history of this exhibi-

tion.

111e judging this year basically followed the method adopted

in previous years. Each judge selected a few candidates and through

several rounds of voting, the prizewinners were narrowed down by

majority votes. \Vhen there was only one person recommending a

certain candidate, the judge who voted for that artist would comment

on the reason he or she endorsed that candidate during the judgment.

The narrowing down of candidates proceeded smooth ly, but the votes

for the VOCA Prize split between tWO candidates. It was decided by a

runoff

For a long time, one of the characteristics of the works sub-

mitted to the VOCA Exhibition was large works barely within the

maximum measurements. However, as demonstrated by the work that

won the VOCA Prize last year and that awarded the Encouragement

Prize this year, recently, more works appropriately sized as individual

works arc being submitted. There arc numerous works composed of a

series designed to be hung within the limit of the wall space including

those submitted by Ueda Yaya, who won the Encouragement Prize,

and Aoki Emiko, who won the Prize for Excellence.

Various artists have tried hard to produce an installation

within the maximum wall space and devised ways to fulfill the

"two-dimensional" requirement, but hardly any have succeeded in

being awarded. This year again, the prize-winning works were basi-

cally those that could be fit in a frame. Masunaga Shako's Our Tiny
Maps TooAre Stuck onto the Growing Ivy, is not an installation, bur it

is unique as a semi-three-dimensional work composed of acrylic paint-

ings combined as colored pieces of cloth and placed in clear acrylic

boxes.

Koda Chic's painterly picture, Two Eyes as the Subject, and
Suzuki Morornasa's light box were the tWO works that competed for

-

the VOCA Prize. \Xlhilc producing colored wood carvings, Suzuki has

also presented light box works in parallel. The light boxes show photo-

graphs of wood carvings he made. However, in such cases, Suzuki says

he produces rhe wood carving exclusively for the photograph and does

not present it as a sculpture. In Ghost #4, a wood carving of the porch

of a wooden house is made and photographed from the front. The

building painted black shines from the inside as it is a light box, but

when photographed, it was lit from the lett. On the other side of the

front door window, you can sec an abstract painting hung. Here, there

are three layers, the photograph, the window, and the painting. The

light inside and outside the light box can also be added as set devices.

111e abstract painting (partial) made from colored wood carving with-

in the scene suggests a critical viewpoint concerning cross-sectional

media traversing painting, photography, and sculpture. On the other

hand, Koda's unconstrained painting, in which the space extends in

an arc, shows the airy outcome of having pursued the internal space in

a painting consisting of a close-range view and a distant view.

The theme in Four Objects and One Viewpoint by Ueda Yaya
is the discrepancy between the actual object and how it appears in

a photograph. Four variations are presented. The seemingly fugitive

device in which fragments of commodities are combined is casual yet

meaningful. Kana Shunsuke approaches the issue of optical illusions

in photographs with an intricately layered work. If the layers in the

works by Suzuki, Veda, and Kana were to be referred to as criticisms

of the falsehood of an image, Ono Saari's painting of a picture of a

mirror, in which the fake picture and its representation are superim-

posed, would also be in line with them.
The tWO works by Murakami Hanako entitled ANTICAJvf-

ERA (OF THE EYE) are photographs of photographs so to speak.

She makes a photograph of an approximately one hundred-year-old

color photographic negative as a film of emulsion which has deteri-

orated and undergone chemical change, in other words, in the state

of an object. In order to show the image, the medium recording the

image should conceal itself. However, Murakami tries to remove the

falsehood of the image and show an imaginary object. By printing the

negative plate as an object, can this be considered an urunediated im-

age? This is a debate that would not apply to digital images.
There is no presumptuous theme set for the works discussed

above. Avoiding monumentality, they focus on fragile things, things

that are not special, and temporary states. The thought of the work is

demonstrated by capturing fragments of the world in casual methods

and reading into them. That was the attitude 1 sensed.
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The Judging of VOCA 2017

Mirsuda Yurt

The VOCA Exhibition reaches its twenty-fourth year in 2017. It was
decided that the four committee members/judges who have supported
the exhibition From its establishment, namely Takashina Shuji, Sakai

Tadayasu, Tatehara Akita, and Moree Kunia, would be replaced over
a period offour years. Messrs. Takashina and Sakai stepped down two
years ago and this year's judging will be the last for Messrs. Tarehara

and Motoe. The newly joining judges will be rotated in turn.
The VOCA Exhibition is an exhibition of contemporary

two-dimensional works. r do not think anybody would raise an

objection to saying that it was the four committee members/judges
mentioned above that set the course of this exhibition and supported
its reputation. Over the past twenty-four years, the VOCA Exhibi-
tion has been established as a significant gateway to success for young
painters and, while welcoming guest judges, it has taken hold as an
annual event. In addition to the efforts of the supporter The Dai-ichi
Life Insurance Company and the organizer The Ucno Royal Museum,
in securing such an opportunity, the contributions made by these four
committee members/judges, who are art critics that were consecutive-
ly museum directors and university professors, were significant. As the
committee members/judges will become fluid from now on, VOCA
2017 will mark the closing of a chapter in the history of this exhibi-
tion.

The judging this year basically followed the method adopted
in previous years. Each judge selected a few candidates and through
several rounds of voting, the prizewinners were narrowed down by
majority votes. When there was only one person recommending a
certain candidate, the judge who voted for that artist would comment
on the reason he or she endorsed that candidate during the judgment.
The narrowing down of candidates proceeded smoothly, but the votes
for the VOCA Prize split between two candidates. It was decided by a
runoff

For a long rime, one of the characteristics of the works sub-
mitted [Q the VOCA Exhibition was large works barely within the
maximum measurements. However, as demonstrated by the work that
won the VOCA Prize last year and that awarded the Encou ragement
Prize this year, recently, more works appropriately sized as individual
works are being submitted. Tlicre are numerous works composed of a
series designed to be hung within the limit of the wall space including
those submitted by Veda Yaya, who won the Encouragement Prize,
and Aoki Emiko, who won the Prize for Excellence.

Various artists have tried hard to produce an installation
within the maximum wall space and devised ways to fulfill the
"two-dimensional" requirement, but hardly any have succeeded in
being awarded. This year again, the prize-winning works were basi-
cally those that could be fit in a frame. Masunaga Shako's Our Tiny
Maps TooAre Stuck onto the Growing Ivy, is not an installation, but it
is unique as a semi-three-dimensional work composed of acrylic paint-
ings combined as colored pieces of cloth and placed in clear acrylic
boxes.

Koda Chic's painterly picture, Two Eyes as the Subject, and
Suzuki Motomasa's light box were the rwo works that competed for

the VOCA Prize. While producing colored wood carvings, Suzuki has
also presenred light box works in parallel.The light boxes show photo-
graphs of wood carvings he made. However, in such cases, Suzuki says
he produces the wood carving exclusively for the photograph and does
nor present it as a sculpture. In Ghost #4, a wood carving of the porch
of a wooden house is made and photographed from the front. The
building painted black shines from the inside as it is a light box, but
when photographed, it was lit from the left. On the other side of the
front door window, >'oucan see an abstract painting hung. Here, there
are three layers, the photograph, the window, and the painting. The
light inside and outside the light box can also be added as set devices.
The abstract painting (partial) made from colored wood carving with-
in the scene suggests a critical viewpoint concerning cross-sectional
media traversing painting, photography, and sculpture. On the other
hand, Koda's unconstrained painting, in which the space extends in
an are, shows the airy outcome of having pursued the internal space in
a painting consisting of a close-range view and a distant view.

The theme in Four Objects and One Viewpoint by Ueda Yaya
is the discrepancy between the actual object and how it appears in
a photograph. Four variations are presented. The seemingly fugitive
device in which fragments of commodities are combined is casual yet
meaningful. Kane Shunsuke approaches the issue of optical illusions
in photographs with an intricately layered work. If the layers in the
works by Suzuki, Ueda, and Kana were to be referred to as criticisms
of the falsehood of an image, Ono Saari's painting of a picture of a
mirror, in which the fake picture and its representation are superim-
posed, would also be in line with them.

The two works by Murakami Hanako entitled ANTfCAlv[-
ERA (OF THE EYE) are photographs of photographs so to speak.
She makes a photograph of an approximately one hundred-year-old
color photographic negative as a Film of emulsion which has deteri-
orated and undergone chemical change, in other words, in the state
of an object. In order to show the image, the medium recording the
image should conceal itself. However, Murakami tries to remove the
falsehood of the image and show an imaginary object. By printing the
negative plate as an object, can this be considered an unrnediared im-
age? This is a debate that would not apply to digital images.

There is no presumptuous theme set for the works discussed
above. Avoiding monumentality, [hey focus on fragile dungs, things
that are not special, and temporary states. TIle thought of the work is
demonstrated by capturing fragments of the world in casual methods
and reading into them. That was the attitude I sensed.
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Thoughts on the Judging

Yanagisawa Hidcyuki

\Xfe have seen many works making self-reference to the format of a

painting in past VOCA Exhibitions. In this year's exhibition, too,

though they may not be posing a straightforward question, I noticed

that the works by artists such as Ueda Yaya, Kawasumi Gakudai,

Nahal, and Masunaga Shako most lithely made us think, "\Vhat is
a painting?" Among them, the works by Masunaga, who structured
actual articles such as canvases inside acrylic boxes, and Veda, who

scrupulously composed a three-dimensional work and then photo-
graphed it, were intriguing. I imagine there must have been many
restrictions on account of their methods of production. In the end, I
voted for Ueda as the prizewinner as she disposes of such travails with-
out any fuss and invites us to give thought to the relationship between
three-dimensional works and two-dimensional works. Of course, it
is not only their methodology that is interesting. Both artists demon-
strate superb expressions in the ability to constitute shapes and colors.

It is clear at first sight that Kikuya Saroshi's work skillfully
combines various styles that lent flair to the prewar Showa period such
as Surrealism and proletarian ism. Yet, manipulated as intentionally
as this, even the man holding a cat seems to be painted in the style
that still appears frequently in group exhibitions which invite entries
from the public. It is the first Style that many students studying arc at
educational universities are made to learn. In recent years, more and
more young artists are questioning the state of modern Japanese art.
If Kikuya's viewpoint extends as far as the methodology relying on a
compilation of different styles and further on to exhibitions inviting
entries from the public or the existing state of art education in the
present age, he merits attention hereafter.

On the other hand, I was also impressed at the works by
artists such as Takarnacsu Asuka, Takeuchi Akiko, Matsuda Keisuke,
and Yagi Kumiko, who regard painting as self-evidence and naively
revealed their own life or sensations. Each artist creates a unique
mariere , in which one can sense a sort of rhythm of the live body
breathing. However, in works like these, when a personal world view is
expressed through materials like canvas and paint, in some cases, it is
hard to be manifested straightforwardly as a representation. The way
Takamarsu combines rectangles in which different space-times are ar-
ranged is a narrative peculiar to the generation that has enjoyed gamcs
and animc as a matter of course. Combined with the iconography, it
tends to become slightly too suggestive. If these artists continue dil-
igent pursuit of painting, I am sure they will be able to produce even
more wonderful works bringing Out the strengths of their keen suscep-
tibility.

As the other judges have also pointed out, the works submit-
ted to this year's exhibition were extremely diverse. As the issue each
artist was questioning and the way the answer to it was worked out
differed, in judging, we began by comparing works similar in tenden-
cy in derail. We then juxtaposed works differing in type to consider
which was better. It was a difficult process. Amidst such circumstanc-
es, r supported the work by Koda Chic all the way through.

in recent years, while working continuously as artist-in-res-
idence in Maebashi (Gunma), Kurashiki (Okayama), and Tsunag-
irnachi (Kumamoto), Koda has emerged from the motif of crowds

-

gathered at a swimming pool and the format of gathering small panels
to create one large picture and is revealing a new state. In the work
presented here, the sun radiates in concentric circles in a manner al-
luding to Sonia Delaunay in the utmost distance and trees enabling
us to perceive the wind are arranged in the front. Consequently, the
transition of time is called to mind. Placed in the space in the mid-dis-
tance between the sun and the trees indicative of nature are man-made
buildings and expressways. Even in that space, Koda depicts changing
phases differing in speed such as the flows of the traffic or the river.
In a very simple and naive way, she expresses the transition of time
through the entire picture. However, what she is trying to depict here
is probably not a reproduction of a certain actual view, a comparison
between nature and artificiality, nor a straightforward presentation of
the transition of time. What seems to come OUt of this picture in the
guise of characteristic colors is something like a yearning for the pres-
ent, which will become the past in no time. Thus, while painting what
she wants to, Koda has found her own answers to the issues of t ime or
symbolism in painting without putting on such a bold front and has
sublimated them into nne expressions. 111atis the reason I supported
her consistently.

Lastly, I would like to write down a few comments on having
been involved in the VOCA Exhibition from different positions over
the years. The VOCA Exhibition already has a more than twenty-year-
long history. I myself served as recommender from 2000 to 2004 and
as judge of the Ohara Museum of Art Prize rogerher with Takashina
Shuji, director of the Museum, from 2005. From this year, I have been
charged with the important role of member of the Committee for the
VOCA Exhibition and judge.

As a recommender residing in the provinces, I regarded giv-
ing prominent artists who did not appear in the display windows in
Tokyo or the Kyoto-Osaka-Kobe area a supportive push forward as my
primary role. Having taken parr in the screening, I became even more
aware of how important the recommenders are and how significant a
role the committee members who select the prizewinners play. From
next year onwards, in order to further utilize the fruit of what our pre-
cursors who have served on the committee so far have achieved, I hope
to select the recommenders just as seriously as screening the prize-
winners. I would also like to ask those nominated as recommenders
to make every effort together with us in order to furrher enhance the
quality of the VOCA Exhibition.
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Murakami Hanako

Aurochrome is a photographic method which was wide-

spread and popular at the beginning of the Twentieth cen-

tury. Using a sensitive glass plaee on which pOUtO starch

colored red, blue, and grecn is applied. a single original

color photograph can be achieved. Murakami obtained

an unused nutcchrome dry plate (made circa 1920) and

developed it. She printed the images rhar appeared on the
separated layers of starch and emulsion. The image show-

ing colored grains was produced from the search layer

and the monochrome image from the emulsion layer. Al-

though it was not photographed, due eo the stare ofprescr-

varion and the aging of the medium, individual images of

certain SOrtS appear there. They might be described images

made without the human hand (Ilcheiropoieta), the past

rerro-creared (anachromcs]. or accumulations of almost

a century of time [palirnpsescs}, Despite being realized

through a highly technical process and chemical reactions,

this image-making is a somewhat esoteric apparition that

evokes a physiological impression, too. Furthermore, as

the layers get separated, the impersonal surfaces that ap-

pear at the opposite end of the act of painting take on an

ambience oficonodash. The formation and destruction of

images are synchronized. Grains of light that shine like ag-

ate, overflowing and gushing out on all sides (symptoms)

and shadows of membranes smashed and disintegrated

{tndlccs] coexist. Murakami responds to the faint transfig-

uration that time left behind. Through her precise racrics,

here, together with a unique sensation as if time were be-

ing split vertically, a belated encounter with all unknown

plane transcending media archaeology is brought about.

Kanai Tadashi
Associau Pro/mor, Fat;ultyof Arts, SIJinsJ}//University

•

Murata Soichiro

Murata Sotchlro alters his means such as painting, photog-

raphy, or installation according to the COnIC'ntof what he

wishes to express. His nrrimdc to work is fit to be referred

to as an "artist:

This time, he decided to present a painting. It is

entitled Dawn of the Sl/uk Snoio. Numerous cloud-like

dark gray rectangles are painted on a red base suggestive

of a sheddingofbJood and there is something like an arch

at the center. Could it be the sun emerging from the hori-

zon or a mountain range? Furthermore. regardless of the

arch, there arc uneven forms alluding to a topographic

map. Blue, red, and white SPOtS are scattered all over the

picture. It looks like forms of the snow, which reflects the

light. melts if touched, gets mixed with mud, and dyes eve-

rything silvery white if it stays.

According to Murata, ~A 'painting' is a poem."

He creates employing words as clues. In this work. he says

he recited the cirle in his mind while painting. What we

perceive here is a compound of three images. The scene

called to mind by the words in the title, the artist's vision

inspired by that title, and the picture he worked Out based

on that vision employing media. The picture is not distin-

guished from the words. Yet, it is not identified with the

words either. Furthermore, the paint, which is a material

ofits own, is not a subordinate of the artist's vision. By be-
ing filtered through the materiality of die artist's body and

the paint, the boundary between the words and the picture

gets twisted and warped and aspires to create a space that

could only be described a poem of a picture or a picture

of a poem.

Masuda Tomohiro

Curator, Tbe National A1useum ofModem Art, Toky/}

Vagi Kumiko

Yagi Kumiko works as if she is engaged in a dialogue with

an endlessly large world. She says the sources of her im:lges

arc the depths of the sea. the interior of the womb, or the

universe, but it is not as if she depicts them. They are in-

deed connected to her and she may have come from there,

but they are far far away from where she is now and she

cannot go back there even if she wanted to. Yagi pomays

such an image that lurks in our mind in multiplex blurs

and mixed colors.

She used TO produce cleverly devised works in

which she made a human silhouette-shaped hollow on an

acrylic board, placed it on a monochrome panel, and shed

light on it so that a shadow would surface quietly. Eight

years have gone by since she removed the acrylic board and

made the monochrome picture stand on its own as a color

plane. She drips thinly diluted paint onto the panel. mixes

the colors by applying minimal control to make them run,

and fixes them. While entrusting everything to the con-

tingency of the Row of the paint and natural environment

such as the weather. temperature, or humidity, in recent

years, the layers of paint she applies on top of one another

come to far more than fifi:y layers and the combination

of colors and the shapes of the color planes have become

more complicated, too.

Gravitation is a series she has been working on for

the past several years and rhc tide refers to universal gravi-

tation, which considers that everything pulls against each

other in this universe. It is a natural force that rules over

the movement of heavenly bodies, high and low tide, and

the human body, but Yagi seems to view it as a framework

of thought rhar grasps what is going on. There is a law of

gravitation and what appeared coincidental was actually

inevitable. If that has been repeated from time irumcrno-

nal.i.Through Yagi's nebulous, profound works, we drift

away from our daily routine and return to the origin ofHfe.

Kobayashijunko

Profisso1; Okinawa Prefectural University of Art>
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